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ABSTRACT
Rank aggregation is the process of aggregating multiple rankings
provided by multiple assessors, of a given set of items, into a single
ranking. Each assessor, whether it be human or computer based,
is a resource that we use to obtain the multiple rankings. The accuracy of the aggregated ranking depends on the accuracy of the
assessor ranking and the assessor coverage of the items. Our question is, given limited assessment resources, should each assessor
rank many items to obtain item coverage, spending little time on
each item, or should each assessor rank only a few items, but spend
more time on each item to obtain a high accuracy ranking? In this
article, we take a first step towards answering this question, by developing a model, based on simulation, showing the effect of the
number of items assigned to an assessor and the accuracy of the
assessment on the precision of the aggregated ranking. We find
that when using Binomial allocation of items to assessors, increasing the assessor accuracy provides a greater increase in aggregated
rank accuracy.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.3.3 [Information Search
and Retrieval]: Information filtering General Terms: Measurement, Experimentation
Keywords: Rank aggregation, assessor accuracy, assessor coverage.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Rank aggregation is the process of taking a set of rankings of
N items from M assessors and producing a single ranking of the
N items. The rankings from the assessors can be complete (each
assessors ranks all N items), or incomplete (each assessor ranks
a subset of the N items). The rank aggregation process tries to
ensure that the rankings of each assessor is reflected in the final
ranking, but if there are disagreements amongst the assessors, then
the opinions of all assessors cannot be satisfied.
Rank aggregation is commonly used in tournaments, where a set
of N items are compared, usually a pair at a time, and an overall ranking must be obtained by the end of the tournament. It is
common for sporting tournaments to award points to each pairwise
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winner, and sum the scores to obtain the overall ranking. The assessors in the Eurovision song competition provide a ranking of their
top ten judged songs, where each rank is awarded a predetermined
amount of points and the final ranking is obtained by summing the
points.
Rank aggregation has been applied where the ranked items are
documents, using both manual and automated assessment. Metasearch engines obtain search ranking results from multiple search
engines and aggregate the document rankings to obtain a refined
ranking. For this case the assessors are the automated search engines. Rank aggregation is also commonly applied to assessment of
documents (for conference acceptance, grant awarding or prizes),
where submitted documents are manually ranked by a panel and
aggregated to obtain an overall ranking.
The purpose of rank aggregation is to reduce the effect of ranking
errors from individual assessors. To ensure a high accuracy aggregated ranking, each assessor must provide high accuracy rankings
and each item must be assessed by many assessors. It would be
ideal for all assessors to assess every item thoroughly. Unfortunately, it is not always feasible to do so, especially when obtaining manual assessments. When assessing a set of academic papers
or grant applications, the assessor must invest significant time into
understanding the background and contributions of the work in order to provide an accurate ranking. The time contribution also increases with the number of documents that are ranked.
Since assessors generally have limited time for performing the
assessment, the question arises “is it better for an assessor to put
time and effort in to ranking a small subset of items to obtain accuracy, or should assessors spend the same amount of time assessing
a large subset of items to obtain coverage?” (e.g should assessors
carefully read three documents, or should they read only the first
page of 100 documents?) In other words, how does the number
assessors assigned to an item and the assessor accuracy effect the
precision of the aggregated ranking or items? In this article, we
examine the effect of assessor coverage and assessor accuracy on
the accuracy of rank aggregation. The contributions of this article
are:
• An analysis of the effect of assessor accuracy and assessor
coverage on aggregated rank precision (Section 4),
• A model to describe the relationship between assessor accuracy, assessor coverage and aggregated rank precision (Equation 1),
• Discussion on how the model can be used to examine the
effort required by each assessor (Section 5).
The article will proceed as follows: Section 2 provides background
on the rank aggregation problem. Section 3 describes the experi-

ment performed and data collected. Section 4 provides an analysis of the rank aggregation data and a suggests a fitted model that
describes the processes. Finally 5 examines how we can use the
model.

2.

RANK AGGREGATION

Rank aggregation is the process of combining the information
obtained in a set of rankings of a given set of items, to obtain a
single ranking of the set of items. Before we can perform rank
aggregation, we must obtain the set of rankings from a set of assessors, where each assessor provides either a manual or automatic
ranking of an assigned subset of the items. The assessor’s task is
to examine the assigned subset of items and order them according
to a set of criteria, where each assessor is given the same set of
criteria. The rank aggregation method is then applied to the set of
rankings obtained from each assessor, to obtain an overall ranking
of the complete set of items, and hopefully remove ranking errors
from assessors.
Using many assessors and aggregating their rankings rather than
obtaining an individual ranking: 1) allows us to obtain a distributed
and hopefully independent set of rankings, which when combined,
assists in reducing the effect of any ranking errors made by individual assessors, and 2) also reduces the work load of each assessor if
each assessor ranks a subset of items.
There have been many studies on methods of rank aggregation
[4, 2, 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 3, 10] but little in terms of examining the parameters of the assessors on the aggregated ranking. Rank aggregation
methods usually employ the use of high accuracy assessors in order
to obtain a high accuracy aggregated rank. But ensemble methods
of machine learning such as bagging, boosting and stacking have
shown that we can successfully combine the decisions of many low
accuracy systems (weak learners) with high coverage across systems to obtain accurate predictions [5].
We will examine how the assessor parameters of Assessor accuracy and Assessor coverage effect the precision of the aggregated
ranking. This relationship can be used to determine how we can
best assign items to assessors and how to instruct them assessors on
how thorough their ranking should be. To examine the relationship
between precision and work, we define the following variables:
• Precision at k: The proportion of items ranked in the top k
of the aggregated ranking that are also in the top k of the true
ranking.
• Assessor coverage: The proportion of assessors assigned to
each item.
• Assessor accuracy: A measure of the similarity between the
set of assessor’s rankings and the true rankings of the set.
The first two of these variables are clearly defined as proportions;
for the third we will use the expected Kendall’s τ rank correlation.

3.

EXPERIMENT

To examine the effect of assessor coverage and assessor accuracy
on the precision of the aggregated ranking, we will run a simulation
and attempt to find a model that explains the relationships between
the variables in the simulation. The variables in the experiment are:
• the method of aggregation
• the assessor coverage (α ∈ [0, 1])
• the assessor accuracy (E[τ ] ∈ [−1, 1])

• the number of items being assessed (N ∈ N+ )
• the number of assessors (M ∈ N+ )
We kept constant the number of items being assessed (N =
1000) and the number of assessors (M = 500). These two values were chosen to be of similar value to the numbers found in
grant awarding systems and large conference review systems.
To simulate the ranking process:
1. Generate a list of N items with true rank R from 1 to N .
2. The N items are assigned to M groups, where each group
represents the subset to be ranked by an assessor and each
item is assigned to αM groups.
3. For each group of items assigned to an assessor, we induce a
ranking of the items with expected Kendall’s tau correlation
E[τ ] to the true ranking of the subset of items. If E[τ ] = 1,
then there is no error in the assessor’s ranking. If E[τ ] < 1,
then there may be error.
4. The set of M partial ranked lists are then aggregated using
the chosen aggregation algorithm to form the complete ranking R of the N items.
5. The precision at k is computed as the proportion of top k
ranked items from R that are also in the top k ranked items
of R.
This process was run using E[τ ] = 0.1 to 1 in increments of 0.1
and α = 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and 1, corresponding to 5,
10, 20, 50, 100, 200 and 500 assessors per item. The rank aggregation was computed using the methods Borda, SFO, WAPR, MC1,
MC2, MC3 and MC4. All of these methods except WAPR are described in [4]. Weighted average precision rank (WAPR) was the
previous rank aggregation method used by the Australian Research
Council for ranking national grant applications. WAPR converts
the assessor’s ranks to percentiles then aggregates rankings as a
weighted average of the percentiles. The weight assigned to an assessor’s set of percentiles is equal to the number of items ranked,
capped at 25.

3.1

Simulating assessor accuracy

To simulate no assessor ranking error, we simply order each item
allocated to an assessor in the correct order. A simple method of
simulating error in an assessor’s ranking is to randomly permute
the correct ordering of a given number of adjacent items. Recently
[11] investigated methods of inducing error in rankings and found
that although random adjacent transpositions is the common form
of inducing error, we are unable to easily compute the expected
Kendall’s τ rank correlation and so we are unable to parameterise
and control the error. A new form of rank error induction was developed called Gaussian Perturbation that allows us to randomly
permute the ranking of a set of items, given the number of items
and the expected Kendall’s τ rank correlation E[τ ]. We used Gaussian Perturbation to simulate assessor error and control the level of
error using the simulation variable E[τ ], the exptected Kendall’s τ
rank correlation.

3.2

Allocation of items to assessors

Our experiment required that each item was assessed by αM assessors, ensuring that each assessor did not receive duplicate items.
To assign each item to assessors, we took a random sample of αM
assessors from the pool of M assessors, without replacement. The
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Figure 1: Distribution of the number of items assigned to each
assessor for N = 1000 items and the probability of each item
being assigned to a given assessor is α = 0.01.
ith item was then added to the subset of items to assess for each of
the αM assessors. This process was performed for all N items.
The probability of a given assessor being chosen to assess item i
is α. Therefore the number of items assigned to assessor j follows a
Binomial distribution with n = N trials and probability of success
p = α. The expected numberpof items to assess per assessor is αN
with a standard deviation of α(1 − α)N . A discrete density plot
of the distribution for N = 1000, and α = 0.01 is given in Figure
1.
The ten values of E[τ ], seven values of α and seven aggregation
methods gives 490 variable combinations. We also used 10 replicates of the 490 combinations providing us with 4900 measurements of rank aggregation precision. The replicates were required
to take into account variance from the random item allocation to assessors and the random rank accuracy simulated for each assessor.
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ANALYSIS

A contour plot of the simulation results is given in Figure 2 showing the precision at 200 for α and E[τ ] between 0 and 1. The contour flattens out horizontally and vertically at the lower right and
upper left corners of the plot. This implies that as assessor accuracy decreases, the assessor coverage has little impact, and vice
versa. To examine how assessor accuracy (E[τ ]) and assessor coverage (α) effect the aggregated rank precision at 200 (p), we will
determine a model form, then fit the model and examine the fitted
parameters and goodness of fit. The model must adhere to the three
properties:
1. If the assessor expected accuracy parameter E[τ ] = 0, then
we expect a randomly permuted ranking from each assessor.
A random ranking contains no information, so any rank aggregation method would result in an overall random ranking.
This implies that the top n items that appear in the aggregated list would be equally as precise as choosing n items
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Figure 2: Contour plot of the mean rank aggregation precision.
out of a hat. Therefore, if E[τ ] = 0, the expected precision
at 200 is 0.2, independent of the number of items assigned to
each assessor.
2. The assessor coverage parameter α is restricted to the domain [0, 1]. Letting α = 0 leads to all items being ranked by
0 assessors, meaning we obtain no information from assessors. This implies that we obtain randomly sorted rankings,
leading to a random aggregated ranking (p = 0.2) independent of the assessor accuracy.
3. If α = 1 and E[τ ] = 1, then each assessor supplies a perfect ranking of all N items, so the aggregation method will
provide the correct ranking of all items, providing p = 1.
After analysis of our data, and using the constraints discussed above,
we arrived at the model:
logit ((p − 0.2)/0.8) = β0 + β1 log (α) + β2 log (E[τ ])

(1)

or in terms of p:
p=

0.8
+ 0.2
1 + e−(β0 +β1 log (α)+β2 log (E[τ ]))

(2)

we can see that if β1 and β2 are positive, then p increases as E[τ ]
increases or α increases. If E[τ ] = 0 or α = 0 then p = 0.2, and p
is dependent on E[τ ] and α for all E[τ ] > 0 and α > 0. If α = 1
and E[τ ] = 1, then p = 0.8/(1 + e−β0 ) + 0.2, therefore if β0 is
large, p = 1. Fitting the model to our 4900 simulation points gives
the coefficients:
• β0 = 4.791 (standard error of 0.0131)
• β1 = 0.668 (standard error of 0.00395)
• β2 = 1.623 (standard error of 0.00871)
with R2 = 0.9281 showing that E[τ ] and α explain most of the
variance in p, with the remainder of the variance due to the selec-

fort and an asymptote at E[τ ] = 1. To investigate this relationship
further, user studies or system studies are required.
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Figure 3: Contour plot of the difference in predicted precision
and mean precision.
tion of aggregation method1 and the random replicates. A variable
for the aggregation method was not included in the model because
we want to obtain a relation between p, α and E[τ ], independent
of the aggregation method. We also find that the fitted value of β0
leads to p = 0.993 when α = 1 and E[τ ] = 1, which is close to
the desired value of 1.
Figure 3 shows a contour plot of the model error (predicted precision using the model in equation 2 minus the mean precision from
the simulation). We can see the error is small for all values of α
and E[τ ]. The greatest error being -0.06 when E[τ ] is low and α
is about 0.2, showing that our proposed model is a good model for
explaining effect of α and E[τ ] on p.

5.

DISCUSSION

We began the article asking how does the assessor coverage and
the assessor accuracy effect the precision of the aggregated ranking,
and we have found a suitable model in equation 2, given Binomial
allocation of items to assessors. The model shows that precision
increases at a faster rate when increasing E[τ ] compared to α. By
examining the ratios of the fitted coefficients, we find that to obtain
the increase in precision from doubling the assessor coverage, we
must increase E[τ ] by only a factor of 2β1 /β2 = 1.330.
We asked this question because we were interested in which of
the two parameters is best to increase to obtain the greatest increase
in precision, regardless of the aggregation method used. To fully
answer this question, we must also take into account the assessor
effort required to increase these parameters. We believe it is valid
to assume that assessor effort is linearly proportional to the α, the
number of items assessed. However, it is not clear how effort is
related to E[τ ]. E[τ ] is a measure of accuracy, therefore it should
require greater effort to increase at high values, therefore effort may
be exponentially related to E[τ ], with E[τ ] = 0 requiring zero ef1

Note that including the aggregation method as a factor increases
R2 to 0.9332.

CONCLUSION

When a ranking of items is required, but it is not feasible for one
assessor to rank the set (due to time constraints or accuracy), we
resort to employing the use of many assessors, where each assessor
is given a subset of the items to rank and the ranked subsets are
aggregated to obtain the complete ranking.
Rank aggregation methods depend on assessor accuracy and assessor coverage. It is common for assessors to be given a small
subset of the items to rank, where they are asked to rank the items
to the best of their ability in a given time, but this approach has
little assessor coverage.
In this article, we investigated the relationship between aggregated rank precision, assessor accuracy and assessor coverage. To
identify this relationship, we simulated the aggregation process using Binomial allocation over a set of parameters and found a suitable model for the relationship between the number of items assigned to an assessor, the assessor accuracy and the aggregated rank
precision.
We came to the conclusion that, when 1000 items are Binomially allocated to 500 assessors, we achieve a greater increase in
precision by increasing the assessor accuracy, but further analysis
is needed to determine the effort required to achieve an increase in
assessor accuracy.
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